


TEXTURE GUM     100 ml
Hold 3     Shine 0

Matt paste, gives body and volume to the hair. 
Apply on dry hair to create an out of bed look. 
Take a small amount and warm it up in the palms of 
your hands. Rub it through the hair in circular 
movements and style with fingertips.
Easy to restyle.

SCULPTING CLAY    100 ml
Hold 2     Shine 1

Flexible clay paste with soft texture and mat effect. 
Texturizer with natural support, doesn’t weigh down 
the hair.
Put a small amount  Sculpting Clay in the palms of 
your hands and rub it warm. Work with fingertips 
into dry hair to sculpt the hair style. Continue to 
work the Sculpting Clay until it becomes invisible.
You can restyle your hair during the day with this 
matt defining clay.



FIXING FOAM    300 ml
Hold 5     Shine 1

Firm hold mousse for blow 
dry and setting. High 
concentration. Long lasting 
hold, brushes out easily.
Shake well before use, 
holding the diffuser down. 
Apply on towel dried hair. 
Spray the mousse in your 
hand palms and apply all 
over the hair.

XTRA SHINE Non Aerosol    300 ml
Hold 1     Shine 5

Non aerosol spray for 
superior shine. With UV 
filter. For a shiny and 
healthy look.
Finishing touch for your 
hair, convenient for any 
style and hair type.
Xtra Shine provides a 
wonderful shine without 
causing the hair to 
become greasy or heavy.
Ideal in combination after 
using a hair spray.



ROOT LIFTER     300 ml
Hold 4     Shine 3

Mousse with fine 
dispenser to create 
volume on the hair root. 
To use on wet and dry 
hair.
Shake well before use. 
With the dispenser, apply 
on the hair roots where 
extra volume is needed.

GEL SPRAY     300 ml
Hold 4     Shine 2

GEL SPRAY Non Aerosol    300 ml
Hold 4     Shine 2

Finishing spray for maximum control. Spray on dry 
hair at a distance 
of 15-20 cm. The 
drying time of 
Gel Spray allows 
to finger style the 
hair.
For maximum 
hold, apply a few 
times, allowing to 
dry between 
applications. To 
accentuate 
details, spray Gel 
Spray on 
fingertips and 
finger style 
where needed. 



MODELLING GEL     200 ml
Hold 3     Shine 3

Medium to strong modelling gel for a natural shine. 
For short and mid-length hair. To use before and/or 
after styling.
Put a small amount of Modelling Gel on fingertips 
and rub it in the palms of your hands.
For a natural 
result, apply 
Modelling Gel all 
over the hair and 
style with 
fingertips.

EXTREME GEL     200 ml
Hold 5     Shine 1

Finishing gel with superfast, extreme hold. Extreme 
Gel has a short drying time and a long lasting hold.
Put a small amount of Extreme Gel on your 
fingertips and divide in the palms of your hands. 
Apply all over and model the hair style with your 
hands. Preferably use on dry hair. You can restyle 
the hair with wet hands.



FINISHING CREAM    150 ml
Hold 2     Shine 5

Shine cream enriched with bees wax, with natural 
hold. Frizz control.
Apply a small amount Finishing Cream on fingertips 
and rub into the palms of your hands. For a natural 
result, apply all over the hair and style with your 
hands. Finishing Cream brings out contrast in multi 
tonal hair styles, the hair remains flexible, keeping 
its volume.

HEAT PROTECTOR    150 ml
Hold 1     Shine 4

Heat protective cream with natural hold for blow 
drying and use of styling irons. Protection, 
moisture, shine, frizz control.
Put a small amount in the palms of your hands and 
apply on the hair from roots till ends. Apply on towel 
dried hair for blow drying or on dry hair for use of 
styling irons.



TRILLING WAX    100 ml
Hold 1     Shine 5

Trilling paste for extreme shine, with light hold. 
Take a small amount and warm it up in the palms of 
your hands. Rub into the hair in circular movements 
and style with fingertips. Easy to restyle. Ideal in 
combination with other Rage products.

FIBER GLOSS    100 ml
Hold 3     Shine 4

Creamy gel for beautiful shine and medium hold. All 
the benefits from a gel and a wax in one product. 
Moisturizing and anti-static effect.
Put a small amount on fingertips and rub in the 
palms of your hand. Apply on dry hair and work it in 
until your desired style and maximum shine. Ideal 
for short and mid length hair.
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STYLING MOUSSE    200 ml
Hold 4     Shine 3

VOLUMIZING MOUSSE   200 ml
Hold 2     Shine 3

Medium to firm hold mousse for blow dry and 
setting with anti-static  effect.
Flexible and natural or firm hold.
Apply on towel dried damp 
hair from roots to ends. 
Blow dry the hair for extra 
body, or let it dry naturally to 
accentuate curls and waves.


